
Software Engineer

Work History Contact

Skills

Hanad Ur Rehman Mian
Software engineer with 7+ years of experience developing web applications and user interfaces, as well as a keen eye for
interactive design, to create pixel-perfect code that translates static design concepts into engaging digital experiences. a
complex problem-solver with an analytical and driven mindset, dedicated to achieve demanding development objectives
according to tight schedules while producing impeccable code.

Software Engineer III (Technical Lead)
Healthifyme, Bengaluru

Built entire web infrastructure from ground up using Monorepo
architecture with Docker, Javascript, Nodejs and Reactjs as
major tech stack.
Setup entire CI/CD pipeline for building docker images for each
application and deploying them on AWS ECS cluster.
Added System monitoring tools like New Relic and Sentry for
end to end visibility, performance and bugs reporting.
Managing Team of 10 front-end developers
Involved in all phases of scrum including requirements analysis,
architecture design, development, testing and deployment
Mentored interns and junior developers in web application
development
Built customer service dashboard which Increased customer
satisfaction rate by 30%. Reduced time to resolve tickets by 40%
Rebuild entire CRM from scratch in ReactJs which improved
over load time of application from 15 seconds to 4 seconds.
overall performance of our internal team doubled because of
new CRM and workflows.
Built OneConnect realtime chat application which improved
customer retention and engagement with their coaches by
60%.
Built high performant Healthifyme server-side rendered landing
website with config driven approach in Remix-run and
Mongodb. marketing team can change any part of the website
with a simple config change.

Applications:
Connect: CRM that manages entire HealthifyMe premium, sales,
payments, clients, customer support, plans and internal
operations of the company.
Payments Infra: web payments and checkout plans application
HealthifymePro: Pro plan experience built entirely on the web
HealthifyStudio: Live home workouts and sessions booking
application
HealthifySense: Mental wellness and online sessions for premium
users
HealthifyPlus: Doctors consultation for premium users.
Vaccinateme.com: Covid19 Vaccination slots booking

2018-06 -
Current

Address
Bangalore, India 560072

Phone
+917006239165

E-mail
hannad63@yahoo.com

LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com
/in/hannad-rehman/

WWW
https://hannadrehman.com

HTML, CSS

Very Good

TypeScript/JavaScript

Very Good

ReactJS

Very Good

NodeJS

Very Good

Python

Good

Jest, React Testing Library,
Cypress, MSW

Very Good

NextJs, Remix-Run

Very Good

System Design

Very Good
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Education

Languages

OneConnect: Real time chat application for Pro users and
coaches
Healthifyme Landing Infra: Config driven landing pages for
marketing team.

Software Engineer
Infosys Limited, Bangalore

Having developed and managed multiple projects in the ed
tech domain on the client side using Javascript, ReactJs, Redux,
HTML, and CSS.
Built a UI library with Typescript and ReactJs with Design specs
Mentored a team of 2 professionals in Typecript/Javascript,
ReactJS, UI/UX design and NodeJs.
Collaborated with executive team to define business
requirements and system goals.
Resolved issues and escalated problems with knowledgeable
support and quality service.
Proposed technical feasibility solutions for new system designs
and suggested options for performance improvement of
technical components.

Applications:
Lex : Online learning solution similar to Coursera.
Q&A Portal : Web application similar Stackoverow for internal
knowledge base.
Leaning Analytics : Infosys Analytics dashboard for Leadership
KnowledgeHub : Knowledge documentation recommendation
system for Internal resources
MyNinja: Leaning application for Infosys trainees

2015-11 -
2018-05

Bachelors in Technology: Computer Science
Engineering
Galgotias University - New Delhi

2011-04 -
2015-04

High School
Green Valley Educational Institute - Srinagar

2010-11 -
2010-11

English, Hindi, Urdu, Kashmiri

Graphql

Very Good
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